In this paper, we suggest and analyze some new derivative free iterative methods for solving nonlinear equation
Introduction
The main of this paper is to study methods to solve optimization problem whose objective function does not possess partial derivatives available at hard [1] . This is due to the difficulty of finding derivatives. Derivative-free optimization (DFO) models attempt to express, in mathematical terms, the goal of this paper to solving problems in the "best" way, optimization, in lower dimensional subspaces. Open Access Library Journal
These new methods can be considered to develop this method. The new method starts with an initial data ( )( ) 1 2 2 n n N + + = points, where, n is the dimension of the problem. An initial guess 0 x is provided first, then using random Householder's and Given's, matrices, the ( ) 1 N − other points are generated [2] [3] , with 0 x thought of as a centre. The other points are equidistant from, 0 x , with distance ∆ a pre-assigned radius. During the iterations there is need to regenerate the interpolation data points. This is done when no progress in function decrease has taken place. The interpolation points are selected to be D units distant from the kth iterate of k x . The Householder matrix x Dz = + [1] . The resulting algorithm is shown to be numerically highly competitive.
Basic Material
Many interpolation-based trust-region methods construct local polynomial interpolation-based models of the objective function and compute steps by minimizing these models inside a region using the standard trust-region methodology [5] [6] [7] . The models are built so as to interpolate previously computed function values at a subset of past iterates or at specially constructed points. For the model to be well-defined, the interpolation points must be poised [8] [9] [10] .
To provide the reader with some necessary information about used notations, we have to recall some basic material about the general trust-region framework, multivariate interpolation, Lagrange polynomials and the definition of poised-ness and well-poised-ness [11] [12].
Lagrange Polynomials
If the interpolation set Y is poised, the basis of Lagrange polynomials
exists and is uniquely defined by [11] .
Definition
Given a set of interpolation points [15] .
The right hand side of (3) is related to the Lebesgue constant n Λ of the set which is defined as
see for instance [16] [17] [18] . Given the following relations
we conclude that . n n Λ ≤ Λ ≤ Λ (7) It is a measure of the accuracy of the polynomial interpolation at the set of points below. This suggests to look for a set of interpolation points with a small Lebesgue constant. Hence, conversely, the smaller Λ, the better the geometry of the set Y, importantly for our purposes, Lagrange polynomial values and Λ-posedness can be used to bound the model function and model gradient error.
In particular, it is shown in Ciarlet and Raviart [15] , [1] that for any x in the convex hull of Y.
Example
Using the natural basis
The matrix
Choosing now the first four columns of ( )
, the system is determined but not well defined since the matrix is singular. We see now that the set Y is not poised with respect to the sub-basis
, the set Y is well-poised and the corresponding matrix consisting of the first, the second, the third, and the sixth columns of
is well-conditioned and a unique solution to this determined system exists. is given by [11] [13].
Unconstrained DFO Algorithm
We consider the bound-constrained optimization problem
where f is a nonlinear function from n IR into IR , which is bounded below, and where l and u are vectors of (possibly infinite) lower and upper bounds on x. We denote the feasible domain of this problem by F [6] . a model of the form 
The points 1 , , p y y  considered in the interpolation conditions (10) form the interpolation, set k Y . The set k Y contains in our case at least 1 n + points and is chosen as a subset of k X , the set of all points where the value of the objective function f is known. How to choose this interpolation set is of course one of the main issues we have to address below, as not every set k Y is suitable because of posedness issues [11] [19] . We propose to handle the bound constraints by an "active-set" approach where a bound i l or i u is called active at x if
The Ingredients Strategy
In a trust-region algorithm for choosing the trust-region radius k ∆ at each iteration. We base this choice on the agreement between the model function k m and the objective function f at previous iterations. Given a step k p we define the ratio:
The numerator is actual reduction, and the denominator is the predicted reduction (that is, the reduction in f predicted by the model function). The method has been developed and especially model-based trust-region methods have been shown to perform well. It improves the efficiency of method while maintaining its good theoretical convergence properties, furthermore, the unconstrained method applying a model-based derivative-free method [1] . The interpolation points are chosen randomly, at each iteration, the generation of the random points is descanted in the functions. The function proved to be quite helpful to restore the method on the right track. This is because of randomness.
The method proved to be efficient and reliable. Open Access Library Journal
The accuracy of the method is acceptable and relies on the contours of the objective function. The step k p is obtained by minimizing the model k m over a region that includes 0 k ρ = , the predicted reduction will always be nonnegative. 
2) Solve the model (3) to find , , c g G .
Output , , c g G
Theorem (First Order Necessary Conditions)
If *
x is a local minimize and f is continuously differentiable in an open neigh-
Theorem (Second Order Necessary Conditions)
If * 
Theorem (Second Order Sufficient Conditions)
Suppose that 2 x is a strict local minimize of f [1] . 
The Selected Test Problems
The following functions are used in testing method have been selected from [22] and [24] 1)
The Output (Tables 1-12 ) 
Conclusion
In this paper it has been shown that using a randomly selected data set point, within an interpolation based method for derivative free optimization was adequate and practical. In the generating of these randomly selected points Householders and Given's matrices were used. The randomness comes from the random seed vectors, which were then transformed by Householders and Given's matrices into the required.
